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Be sure to share with your table group your trickster, fool, and lesson and any other ideas you might have for
your story. By reading a ton of great literature, authors get ideas, and then are able to write stories of their
own! Creating and performing skits as a class activity. Since each section is aimed at a different grade level,
modifications of the activities are advised. I show students how all the components of a folktale are here
within this graphic organizer, plus a few other parts, such as beginning, middle, and end. Are you ready to
write your own? Are the characters human or animal? I make a note of this in the middle section of our
graphic organizer. Does the story take place long ago? Enroll Students Into Learning Reflection: Teaching
Points in This Lesson I begin this lesson in the same format for our previous folktale lessons: by introducing a
folktale that I'd like to share with them today! Ask students to think about the elements of each story as they
listen or read. Did each story have a middle that explained the problem and the plan for the solution? Under
"Attributes," students should write the questions above. As a class, we decide that the story should start by a
wolf who always tricks other animals by making little traps for them to fall into so that he can eat them up. If
you can write your own folktale, that means you can write a narrative a story , that establishes a situation,
introduces characters, and includes a sense of closure! Talking It Out with Struggling Writers. Teachers may
use the guide to teach a complete unit or break the content into smaller learning components. Is there any
mention of God or gods in the story? I ask the class to write these into their graphic organizer right away.
Share one or two sample stories for each genre; either read the stories aloud or have students read them on
their own or in small groups. If you are working in a learning station in your classroom, break out your class
into different groups. Provide students with one of the graphic organizers listed below, or have them draw and
fill in their own graphic organizer. Students might create a Spider Map graphic organizer. First, I ask the
students what they think I could use as a setting. Have students use the information in the chart to formulate a
definition of the genre or genres being studied. That was amazing! Students should replace the column
headings "Name 1, Name 2" with the genres of literature they are studying. Could the story's events be real, or
are they totally unbelievable fiction? Provide the following questions to guide students to some of the
elements to look for: Does the story tell about something real? Then we discuss the middle. If the characters
are human, could they have been real people? Students will use their notes to help them form a definition of
the assigned genre s.


